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Linear Systems and Signals - Bhagwandas Pannalal Lathi 2017-11
Linear Systems and Signals, Third Edition, has been refined and
streamlined to deliver unparalleled coverage and clarity. It emphasizes a
physical appreciation of concepts through heuristic reasoning and the
use of metaphors, analogies, and creative explanations. The text uses
mathematics not only to prove axiomatic theory but also to enhance
physical and intuitive understanding. Hundreds of fully worked examples
provide a hands-on, practical grounding of concepts and theory. Its
thorough content, practical approach, and structural adaptability make
Linear Systems and Signals, Third Edition, the ideal text for
undergraduates.
Signals and Systems - Chi-Tsong Chen 2011-12-17
This text introduces the time, frequency, and transform domains in
studying signals and systems and discusses their roles in signal
processing and system design. It compares the four mathematical
descriptions for the systems studied and explains why the same equation
can be used to design seismometers and accelerometers.
Multidimensional Signal, Image, and Video Processing and Coding
- John W. Woods 2011-05-31

This book gives a concise introduction to both image and video
processing, providing a balanced coverage between theory, applications
and standards. It gives an introduction to both 2-D and 3-D signal
processing theory, supported by an introduction to random processes
and some essential results from information theory, providing the
necessary foundation for a full understanding of the image and video
processing concepts that follow. A significant new feature is the
explanation of practical network coding methods for image and video
transmission. There is also coverage of new approaches such as: superresolution methods, non-local processing, and directional transforms.
This book also has on-line support that contains many short MATLAB
programs that complement examples and exercises on multidimensional
signal, image, and video processing. There are numerous short video
clips showing applications in video processing and coding, plus a copy of
the vidview video player for playing .yuv video files on a Windows PC and
an illustration of the effect of packet loss on H.264/AVC coded
bitstreams. New to this edition: New appendices on random processes,
information theory New coverage of image analysis – edge detection,
linking, clustering, and segmentation Expanded coverage on image
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sensing and perception, including color spaces. Now summarizes the
new MPEG coding standards: scalable video coding (SVC) and multiview
video coding (MVC), in addition to coverage of H.264/AVC. Updated
video processing material including new example on scalable video
coding and more material on object- and region-based video coding.
More on video coding for networks including practical network coding
(PNC), highlighting the significant advantages of PNC for both video
downloading and streaming. New coverage of super-resolution methods
for image and video. Only R&D level tutorial that gives an integrated
treatment of image and video processing - topics that are interconnected.
New chapters on introductory random processes, information theory, and
image enhancement and analysis Coverage and discussion of the latest
standards in video coding: H.264/AVC and the new scalable video
standard (SVC)
Applied Numerical Methods Using MATLAB - Won Y. Yang 2005-05-20
In recent years, with the introduction of new media products, there has
been a shift in the use of programming languages from FORTRAN or C to
MATLAB for implementing numerical methods. This book makes use of
the powerful MATLAB software to avoid complex derivations, and to
teach the fundamental concepts using the software to solve practical
problems. Over the years, many textbooks have been written on the
subject of numerical methods. Based on their course experience, the
authors use a more practical approach and link every method to real
engineering and/or science problems. The main benefit is that engineers
don't have to know the mathematical theory in order to apply the
numerical methods for solving their real-life problems. An Instructor's
Manual presenting detailed solutions to all the problems in the book is
available online.
Advances in Signal Processing and Intelligent Recognition Systems Sabu M. Thampi 2019-01-06
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 4th International
Symposium on Advances in Signal Processing and Intelligent Recognition
Systems, SIRS 2018, held in Bangalore, India, in September 2018. The
28 revised full papers and 11 revised short papers presented were

carefully reviewed and selected from 92 submissions. The papers cover
wide research fields including information retrieval, human-computer
interaction (HCI), information extraction, speech recognition.
WDM Systems and Networks - Neophytos (Neo) Antoniades
2011-12-08
Modeling, Simulation, Design and Engineering of WDM Systems and
Networks provides readers with the basic skills, concepts, and design
techniques used to begin design and engineering of optical
communication systems and networks at various layers. The latest semianalytical system simulation techniques are applied to optical WDM
systems and networks, and a review of the various current areas of
optical communications is presented. Simulation is mixed with
experimental verification and engineering to present the industry as well
as state-of-the-art research. This contributed volume is divided into three
parts, accommodating different readers interested in various types of
networks and applications. The first part of the book presents modeling
approaches and simulation tools mainly for the physical layer including
transmission effects, devices, subsystems, and systems), whereas the
second part features more engineering/design issues for various types of
optical systems including ULH, access, and in-building systems. The
third part of the book covers networking issues related to the design of
provisioning and survivability algorithms for impairment-aware and
multi-domain networks. Intended for professional scientists, company
engineers, and university researchers, the text demonstrates the
effectiveness of computer-aided design when it comes to network
engineering and prototyping.
Radar Signal Analysis and Processing Using MATLAB - Bassem R.
Mahafza 2016-04-19
Offering radar-related software for the analysis and design of radar
waveform and signal processing, Radar Signal Analysis and Processing
Using MATLAB® provides a comprehensive source of theoretical and
practical information on radar signals, signal analysis, and radar signal
processing with companion MATLAB® code. After an overview of radar
systems operation and design, the book reviews elements of signal
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theory relevant to radar detection and radar signal processing, along
with random variables and processes. The author then presents the
unique characteristic of the matched filter and develops a general
formula for the output of the matched filter that is valid for any
waveform. He analyzes several analog waveforms, including the linear
frequency modulation pulse and stepped frequency waveforms, as well as
unmodulated pulse-train, binary, polyphase, and frequency codes. The
book explores radar target detection and pulse integration, emphasizing
the constant false alarm rate. It also covers the stretch processor, the
moving target indicator, radar Doppler processing, beamforming, and
adaptive array processing. Using configurable MATLAB code, this book
demonstrates how to apply signal processing to radar applications. It
includes many examples and problems to illustrate the practical
application of the theory.
Radar System Analysis and Modeling - David K. Barton 2004-10-01
A thorough update to the Artech House classic Modern Radar Systems
Analysis, this reference is a comprehensive and cohesive introduction to
radar systems design and performance estimation. It offers you the
knowledge you need to specify, evaluate, or apply radar technology in
civilian or military systems. The book presents accurate detection range
equations that let you realistically estimate radar performance in a
variety of practical situations. With its clear, easy-to-understand
language, you quickly learn the tradeoffs between choice of wavelength
and radar performance and see the inherent advantages and limitations
associated with each radar band. You find modeling procedures to help
you analyze enemy systems or evaluate radar integrated into new
weapon systems. The book covers ECM and ECCM for both surveillance
and tracking to help you estimate the effects of active and passive ECM,
select hardware/software for reconnaissance or jamming, and plan the
operation of EW systems. As radar systems evolve, this book provides the
equations needed to calculate and evaluate the performance of the latest
advances in radar technology.
Signals and Systems using MATLAB - Luis Chaparro 2010-11-10
This new textbook in signals and systems provides a pedagogically rich

approach to what can commonly be a mathematically dry subject. With
features like historical notes, highlighted common mistakes, and
applications in controls, communications, and signal processing,
Chaparro helps students appreciate the usefulness of the techniques
described in the book. Each chapter contains a section with MatLab
applications. Pedagogically rich introduction to signals and systems
using historical notes, pointing out "common mistakes", and relating
concepts to realistic examples throughout to motivate learning the
material Introduces both continuous and discrete systems early, then
studies each (separately) in more depth later Extensive set of worked
examples and homework assignments, with applications to controls,
communications, and signal processing throughout Provides review of all
the background math necessary to study the subject MatLab applications
in every chapter
Artificial Intelligence, Computer and Software Engineering Advances Miguel Botto-Tobar 2021-04-20
This book constitutes the proceedings of the XV Multidisciplinary
International Congress on Science and Technology (CIT 2020), held in
Quito, Ecuador, on 26–30 October 2020, proudly organized by
Universidad de las Fuerzas Armadas ESPE in collaboration with GDEON.
CIT is an international event with a multidisciplinary approach that
promotes the dissemination of advances in Science and Technology
research through the presentation of keynote conferences. In CIT,
theoretical, technical, or application works that are research products
are presented to discuss and debate ideas, experiences, and challenges.
Presenting high-quality, peer-reviewed papers, the book discusses the
following topics: Artificial Intelligence Computational Modeling Data
Communications Defense Engineering Innovation, Technology, and
Society Managing Technology & Sustained Innovation, and Business
Development Modern Vehicle Technology Security and Cryptography
Software Engineering
Visible Light Communication - Suseela Vappangi 2021-08-11
The field of visible light communication (VLC) has diverse applications to
the end user including streaming audio, video, high-speed data browsing,
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voice over internet and online gaming. This comprehensive textbook
discusses fundamental aspects, research activities and modulation
techniques in the field of VLC. Visible Light Communication: A
Comprehensive Theory and Applications with MATLAB® discusses topics
including line of sight (LOS) propagation model, non-line of sight (NLOS)
propagation model, carrier less amplitude and phase modulation,
multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO), non-linearities of optical sources,
orthogonal frequency-division multiple access, non-orthogonal multiple
access and single-carrier frequency-division multiple access in depth.
Primarily written for senior undergraduate and graduate students in the
field of electronics and communication engineering for courses on optical
wireless communication and VLC, this book: Provides up-to-date
literature in the field of VLC Presents MATLAB codes and simulations to
help readers understand simulations Discusses applications of VLC in
enabling vehicle to vehicle (V2V) communication Covers topics including
radio frequency (RF) based wireless communications and VLC Presents
modulation formats along with the derivations of probability of error
expressions pertaining to different variants of optical OFDM
Signals and Systems - Oktay Alkin 2016-04-19
Drawing on the author’s 25+ years of teaching experience, Signals and
Systems: A MATLAB® Integrated Approach presents a novel and
comprehensive approach to understanding signals and systems theory.
Many texts use MATLAB® as a computational tool, but Alkin’s text
employs MATLAB both computationally and pedagogically to provide
interactive, visual reinforcement of the fundamentals, including the
characteristics of signals, operations used on signals, time and frequency
domain analyses of systems, continuous-time and discrete-time signals
and systems, and more. In addition to 350 traditional end-of-chapter
problems and 287 solved examples, the book includes hands-on MATLAB
modules consisting of: 101 solved MATLAB examples, working in tandem
with the contents of the text itself 98 MATLAB homework problems
(coordinated with the 350 traditional end-of-chapter problems) 93 GUIbased MATLAB demo programs that animate key figures and bring core
concepts to life 23 MATLAB projects, more involved than the homework

problems (used by instructors in building assignments) 11 sections of
standalone MATLAB exercises that increase MATLAB proficiency and
enforce good coding practices Each module or application is linked to a
specific segment of the text to ensure seamless integration between
learning and doing. A solutions manual, all relevant MATLAB code,
figures, presentation slides, and other ancillary materials are available
on an author-supported website or with qualifying course adoption. By
involving students directly in the process of visualization, Signals and
Systems: A MATLAB® Integrated Approach affords a more
interactive—thus more effective—solution for a one- or two-semester
course on signals and systems at the junior or senior level.
Fundamentals of Signals and Systems - Benoit Boulet 2006
This book is a self-contained introduction to the theory of signals and
systems, which lies at the basis of many areas of electrical and computer
engineering. In the seventy short ?glectures,?h formatted to facilitate
self-learning and to provide easy reference, the book covers such topics
as linear time-invariant (LTI) systems, the Fourier transform, the Laplace
Transform and its application to LTI differential systems, state-space
systems, the z-transform, signal analysis using MATLAB, and the
application of transform techniques to communication systems. A wide
array of technologies, including feedback control, analog and discretetime fi lters, modulation, and sampling systems are discussed in
connection with their basis in signals and systems theory. The
accompanying CD-ROM includes applets, source code, sample
examinations, and exercises with selected solutions.
Numerical Methods using MATLAB - Abhishek Gupta 2015-01-05
Numerical Methods with MATLAB provides a highly-practical reference
work to assist anyone working with numerical methods. A wide range of
techniques are introduced, their merits discussed and fully working
MATLAB code samples supplied to demonstrate how they can be coded
and applied. Numerical methods have wide applicability across many
scientific, mathematical, and engineering disciplines and are most often
employed in situations where working out an exact answer to the
problem by another method is impractical. Numerical Methods with
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MATLAB presents each topic in a concise and readable format to help
you learn fast and effectively. It is not intended to be a reference work to
the conceptual theory that underpins the numerical methods themselves.
A wide range of reference works are readily available to supply this
information. If, however, you want assistance in applying numerical
methods then this is the book for you.
Advanced Ultrawideband Radar - James D. Taylor 2016-12-19
This book presents the latest theory, developments, and applications
related to high resolution materials-penetrating sensor systems. An
international team of expert researchers explains the problems and
solutions for developing new techniques and applications. Subject areas
include ultrawideband (UWB) signals propagation and scattering,
materials-penetrating radar techniques for small object detection and
imaging, biolocation using holographic techniques, tomography, medical
applications, nondestructive testing methods, electronic warfare
principles, through-the-wall radar propagation effects, and target
identification through measuring the target return signal spectrum
changes.
Digital Signal Processing with Kernel Methods - Jose Luis Rojo-Alvarez
2018-02-05
A realistic and comprehensive review of joint approaches to machine
learning and signal processing algorithms, with application to
communications, multimedia, and biomedical engineering systems
Digital Signal Processing with Kernel Methods reviews the milestones in
the mixing of classical digital signal processing models and advanced
kernel machines statistical learning tools. It explains the fundamental
concepts from both fields of machine learning and signal processing so
that readers can quickly get up to speed in order to begin developing the
concepts and application software in their own research. Digital Signal
Processing with Kernel Methods provides a comprehensive overview of
kernel methods in signal processing, without restriction to any
application field. It also offers example applications and detailed
benchmarking experiments with real and synthetic datasets throughout.
Readers can find further worked examples with Matlab source code on a

website developed by the authors: http://github.com/DSPKM • Presents
the necessary basic ideas from both digital signal processing and
machine learning concepts • Reviews the state-of-the-art in SVM
algorithms for classification and detection problems in the context of
signal processing • Surveys advances in kernel signal processing beyond
SVM algorithms to present other highly relevant kernel methods for
digital signal processing An excellent book for signal processing
researchers and practitioners, Digital Signal Processing with Kernel
Methods will also appeal to those involved in machine learning and
pattern recognition.
Computer Systems Organization & Architecture - John D. Carpinelli
2001
This book provides up-to-date coverage of fundamental concepts for the
design of computers and their subsystems. It presents material with a
serious but easy-to-understand writing style that makes it accessible to
readers without sacrificing important topics. The book emphasizes a
finite state machine approach to CPU design, which provides a strong
background for reader understanding. It forms a solid basis for readers
to draw upon as they study this material and in later engineering and
computer science practice. The book also examines the design of
computer systems, including such topics as memory hierarchies,
input/output processing, interrupts, and direct memory access, as well as
advanced architectural aspects of parallel processing. To make the
material accessible to beginners, the author has included two running
examples of increasing complexity: the Very Simple CPU, which contains
four instruction sets and shows very simple CPU design; and the
Relatively Simple CPU which contains 16 instruction sets and adds
enough complexity to illustrate more advanced concepts. Each chapter
features a real-world machine on which the discussed organization and
architecture concepts are implemented. This book is designed to teach
computer organization/architecture to engineers and computer
scientists.
Fundamentals of Signals and Systems Using the Web and
MATLAB - Edward W. Kamen 2013-07-26
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For a one-quarter or one-semster course on Signals and Systems. This
new edition delivers an accessible yet comprehensive analytical
introduction to continuous-time and discrete-time signals and systems. It
also incorporates a strong emphasis on solving problems and exploring
concepts, using demos, downloaded data, and MATLAB(r) to demonstrate
solutions for a wide range of problems in engineering and other fields
such as financial data analysis. Its flexible structure adapts easily for
courses taught by semester or by quarter.
Probability with Applications in Engineering, Science, and Technology Matthew A. Carlton 2017-03-30
This updated and revised first-course textbook in applied probability
provides a contemporary and lively post-calculus introduction to the
subject of probability. The exposition reflects a desirable balance
between fundamental theory and many applications involving a broad
range of real problem scenarios. It is intended to appeal to a wide
audience, including mathematics and statistics majors, prospective
engineers and scientists, and those business and social science majors
interested in the quantitative aspects of their disciplines. The textbook
contains enough material for a year-long course, though many
instructors will use it for a single term (one semester or one quarter). As
such, three course syllabi with expanded course outlines are now
available for download on the book’s page on the Springer website. A
one-term course would cover material in the core chapters (1-4),
supplemented by selections from one or more of the remaining chapters
on statistical inference (Ch. 5), Markov chains (Ch. 6), stochastic
processes (Ch. 7), and signal processing (Ch. 8—available exclusively
online and specifically designed for electrical and computer engineers,
making the book suitable for a one-term class on random signals and
noise). For a year-long course, core chapters (1-4) are accessible to those
who have taken a year of univariate differential and integral calculus;
matrix algebra, multivariate calculus, and engineering mathematics are
needed for the latter, more advanced chapters. At the heart of the
textbook’s pedagogy are 1,100 applied exercises, ranging from
straightforward to reasonably challenging, roughly 700 exercises in the

first four “core” chapters alone—a self-contained textbook of problems
introducing basic theoretical knowledge necessary for solving problems
and illustrating how to solve the problems at hand – in R and MATLAB,
including code so that students can create simulations. New to this
edition • Updated and re-worked Recommended Coverage for
instructors, detailing which courses should use the textbook and how to
utilize different sections for various objectives and time constraints •
Extended and revised instructions and solutions to problem sets •
Overhaul of Section 7.7 on continuous-time Markov chains •
Supplementary materials include three sample syllabi and updated
solutions manuals for both instructors and students
Digital Signal Processing - Prof Ljubisa Stankovic 2015-11-04
This book is a result of author's thirty-three years of experience in
teaching and research in signal processing. The book will guide you from
a review of continuous-time signals and systems, through the world of
digital signal processing, up to some of the most advanced theory and
techniques in adaptive systems, time-frequency analysis, and sparse
signal processing. It provides simple examples and explanations for each,
including the most complex transform, method, algorithm or approach
presented in the book. The most sophisticated results in signal
processing theory are illustrated on simple numerical examples. The
book is written for students learning digital signal processing and for
engineers and researchers refreshing their knowledge in this area. The
selected topics are intended for advanced courses and for preparing the
reader to solve problems in some of the state of art areas in signal
processing. The book consists of three parts. After an introductory
review part, the basic principles of digital signal processing are
presented within Part two of the book. This part starts with Chapter two
which deals with basic definitions, transforms, and properties of discretetime signals. The sampling theorem, providing the essential relation
between continuous-time and discrete-time signals, is presented in this
chapter as well. Discrete Fourier transform and its applications to signal
processing are the topic of the third chapter. Other common discrete
transforms, like Cosine, Sine, Walsh-Hadamard, and Haar are also
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presented in this chapter. The z-transform, as a powerful tool for analysis
of discrete-time systems, is the topic of Chapter four. Various methods
for transforming a continuous-time system into a corresponding discretetime system are derived and illustrated in Chapter five. Chapter six is
dedicated to the forms of discrete-time system realizations. Basic
definitions and properties of random discrete-time signals are given in
Chapter six. Systems to process random discrete-time signals are
considered in this chapter as well. Chapter six concludes with a short
study of quantization effects. The presentation is supported by numerous
illustrations and examples. Chapters within Part two are followed by a
number of solved and unsolved problems for practice. The theory is
explained in a simple way with a necessary mathematical rigor. The book
provides simple examples and explanations for each presented
transform, method, algorithm or approach. Sophisticated results in signal
processing theory are illustrated by simple numerical examples. Part
three of the book contains few selected topics in digital signal
processing: adaptive discrete-time systems, time-frequency signal
analysis, and processing of discrete-time sparse signals. This part could
be studied within an advanced course in digital signal processing,
following the basic course. Some parts from the selected topics may be
included in tailoring a more extensive first course in digital signal
processing as well. About the author: Ljubisa Stankovic is a professor at
the University of Montenegro, IEEE Fellow for contributions to the TimeFrequency Signal Analysis, a member of the Montenegrin and European
Academy of Sciences and Arts. He has been an Associate Editor of
several world-leading journals in Signal Processing.
Digital Signal Processing - Samir I. Abood 2020-01-20
Digital Signal Processing:A Primer with MATLAB® provides excellent
coverage of discrete-time signals and systems. At the beginning of each
chapter, an abstract states the chapter objectives. All principles are also
presented in a lucid, logical, step-by-step approach. As much as possible,
the authors avoid wordiness and detail overload that could hide concepts
and impede understanding. In recognition of requirements by the
Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) on

integrating computer tools, the use of MATLAB® is encouraged in a
student-friendly manner. MATLAB is introduced in Appendix C and
applied gradually throughout the book. Each illustrative example is
immediately followed by practice problems along with its answer.
Students can follow the example step-by-step to solve the practice
problems without flipping pages or looking at the end of the book for
answers. These practice problems test students' comprehension and
reinforce key concepts before moving onto the next section. Toward the
end of each chapter, the authors discuss some application aspects of the
concepts covered in the chapter. The material covered in the chapter is
applied to at least one or two practical problems. It helps students see
how the concepts are used in real-life situations. Also, thoroughly worked
examples are given liberally at the end of every section. These examples
give students a solid grasp of the solutions as well as the confidence to
solve similar problems themselves. Some of hte problems are solved in
two or three ways to facilitate a deeper understanding and comparison of
different approaches. Designed for a three-hour semester course, Digital
Signal Processing:A Primer with MATLAB® is intended as a textbook for
a senior-level undergraduate student in electrical and computer
engineering. The prerequisites for a course based on this book are
knowledge of standard mathematics, including calculus and complex
numbers.
ECG Signal Processing, Classification and Interpretation - Adam Gacek
2011-09-18
The book shows how the various paradigms of computational
intelligence, employed either singly or in combination, can produce an
effective structure for obtaining often vital information from ECG signals.
The text is self-contained, addressing concepts, methodology, algorithms,
and case studies and applications, providing the reader with the
necessary background augmented with step-by-step explanation of the
more advanced concepts. It is structured in three parts: Part I covers the
fundamental ideas of computational intelligence together with the
relevant principles of data acquisition, morphology and use in diagnosis;
Part II deals with techniques and models of computational intelligence
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that are suitable for signal processing; and Part III details ECG systemdiagnostic interpretation and knowledge acquisition architectures.
Illustrative material includes: brief numerical experiments; detailed
schemes, exercises and more advanced problems.
Continuous Signals and Systems with MATLAB - Taan ElAli
2018-10-03
Designed for a one-semester undergraduate course in continuous linear
systems, Continuous Signals and Systems with MATLAB®, Second
Edition presents the tools required to design, analyze, and simulate
dynamic systems. It thoroughly describes the process of the linearization
of nonlinear systems, using MATLAB® to solve most examples and
problems. With updates and revisions throughout, this edition focuses
more on state-space methods, block diagrams, and complete analog filter
design. New to the Second Edition • A chapter on block diagrams that
covers various classical and state-space configurations • A completely
revised chapter that uses MATLAB to illustrate how to design, simulate,
and implement analog filters • Numerous new examples from a variety of
engineering disciplines, with an emphasis on electrical and
electromechanical engineering problems Explaining the subject matter
through easy-to-follow mathematical development as well as abundant
examples and problems, the text covers signals, types of systems,
convolution, differential equations,Fourier series and transform, the
Laplace transform, state-space representations, block diagrams, system
linearization, and analog filter design. Requiring no prior fluency with
MATLAB, it enables students to master both the concepts of continuous
linear systems and the use of MATLAB to solve problems.
Signals and Systems - K. Deergha Rao 2018-04-20
This textbook covers the fundamental theories of signals and systems
analysis, while incorporating recent developments from integrated
circuits technology into its examples. Starting with basic definitions in
signal theory, the text explains the properties of continuous-time and
discrete-time systems and their representation by differential equations
and state space. From those tools, explanations for the processes of
Fourier analysis, the Laplace transform, and the z-Transform provide

new ways of experimenting with different kinds of time systems. The text
also covers the separate classes of analog filters and their uses in signal
processing applications. Intended for undergraduate electrical
engineering students, chapter sections include exercise for review and
practice for the systems concepts of each chapter. Along with exercises,
the text includes MATLAB-based examples to allow readers to
experiment with signals and systems code on their own. An online
repository of the MATLAB code from this textbook can be found at
github.com/springer-math/signals-and-systems.
Digital Signal Processing Using MATLAB - Vinay K. Ingle 2007
This supplement to any standard DSP text is one of the first books to
successfully integrate the use of MATLAB® in the study of DSP concepts.
In this book, MATLAB® is used as a computing tool to explore traditional
DSP topics, and solve problems to gain insight. This greatly expands the
range and complexity of problems that students can effectively study in
the course. Since DSP applications are primarily algorithms implemented
on a DSP processor or software, a fair amount of programming is
required. Using interactive software such as MATLAB® makes it possible
to place more emphasis on learning new and difficult concepts than on
programming algorithms. Interesting practical examples are discussed
and useful problems are explored. This updated second edition includes
new homework problems and revises the scripts in the book, available
functions, and m-files to MATLAB® V7.
Digital Signal Processing - Lizhe Tan 2013-01-21
Digital Signal Processing, Second Edition enables electrical engineers
and technicians in the fields of biomedical, computer, and electronics
engineering to master the essential fundamentals of DSP principles and
practice. Many instructive worked examples are used to illustrate the
material, and the use of mathematics is minimized for easier grasp of
concepts. As such, this title is also useful to undergraduates in electrical
engineering, and as a reference for science students and practicing
engineers. The book goes beyond DSP theory, to show implementation of
algorithms in hardware and software. Additional topics covered include
adaptive filtering with noise reduction and echo cancellations, speech
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compression, signal sampling, digital filter realizations, filter design,
multimedia applications, over-sampling, etc. More advanced topics are
also covered, such as adaptive filters, speech compression such as PCM,
u-law, ADPCM, and multi-rate DSP and over-sampling ADC. New to this
edition: MATLAB projects dealing with practical applications added
throughout the book New chapter (chapter 13) covering sub-band coding
and wavelet transforms, methods that have become popular in the DSP
field New applications included in many chapters, including applications
of DFT to seismic signals, electrocardiography data, and vibration signals
All real-time C programs revised for the TMS320C6713 DSK Covers DSP
principles with emphasis on communications and control applications
Chapter objectives, worked examples, and end-of-chapter exercises aid
the reader in grasping key concepts and solving related problems
Website with MATLAB programs for simulation and C programs for realtime DSP
Signals and Systems Using MATLAB - Luis Chaparro 2019-01-15
Signals and Systems Using MATLAB, Third Edition features a
pedagogically rich and accessible approach to what can commonly be a
mathematically dry subject. Historical notes and common mistakes
combined with applications in controls, communications and signal
processing help students understand and appreciate the usefulness of
the techniques described in the text. This new edition features more endof-chapter problems, new content on two-dimensional signal processing,
and discussions on the state-of-the-art in signal processing. Introduces
both continuous and discrete systems early, then studies each
(separately) in-depth Contains an extensive set of worked examples and
homework assignments, with applications for controls, communications,
and signal processing Begins with a review on all the background math
necessary to study the subject Includes MATLAB(R) applications in every
chapter
Signal Processing for Passive Bistatic Radar - Mateusz Malanowski
2019-08-31
This cutting-edge resource introduces the basic concepts of passive
bistatic radar, such as bistatic geometry, bistatic radar equation and

analysis of different illuminating signals. These techniques, although
known for almost a century, have not been developed intensively for
decades, mainly due to technical limitations, but today, the passive radar
concept can be realized in practice, and is of great interest for military
and civilian users. This book provides insight into understanding the
potential and limitations of passive radar systems, as well as the
differences between signal processing in active and passive radar. Each
of the signal processing stages typically applied in passive radar is
described, including digital beamforming, clutter removal, target
detection, localization and tracking. These concepts are illustrated with
both simulated and measured data along with examples of passive radar
systems. Correlation processing, which is crucial for passive radar
operation, is presented, as well as practical approaches for calculating
the cross-ambiguity function. The problems of range and velocity-cell
migration are also introduced. The book analyzes and compares different
antenna array geometries to show readers the appropriate solution for a
particular scenario of passive radar. Cartesian tracking is also presented,
based on the extended Kalman filter. Parallel and sequential updating
approaches are introduced and compared. These concepts are illustrated
with both simulated and measured data along with examples of passive
radar systems, making this book useful for both novice and advanced
practitioners.
Structure and Interpretation of Signals and Systems - Edward A.
Lee 2011
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SIGNALS AND SYSTEMS - A. ANAND KUMAR 2012-02-04
This comprehensive text on control systems is designed for
undergraduate students pursuing courses in electronics and
communication engineering, electrical and electronics engineering,
telecommunication engineering, electronics and instrumentation
engineering, mechanical engineering, and biomedical engineering.
Appropriate for self-study, the book will also be useful for AMIE and
IETE students. Written in a student-friendly readable manner, the book
explains the basic fundamentals and concepts of control systems in a
Downloaded from clcnetwork.org on by guest

clearly understandable form. It is a balanced survey of theory aimed to
provide the students with an in-depth insight into system behaviour and
control of continuous-time control systems. All the solved and unsolved
problems in this book are classroom tested, designed to illustrate the
topics in a clear and thorough way. KEY FEATURES : Includes several
fully worked-out examples to help students master the concepts involved.
Provides short questions with answers at the end of each chapter to help
students prepare for exams confidently. Offers fill in the blanks and
objective type questions with answers at the end of each chapter to quiz
students on key learning points. Gives chapter-end review questions and
problems to assist students in reinforcing their knowledge.
Practical Image and Video Processing Using MATLAB - Oge Marques
2011-08-04
UP-TO-DATE, TECHNICALLY ACCURATE COVERAGE OF ESSENTIAL
TOPICS IN IMAGE AND VIDEO PROCESSING This is the first book to
combine image and video processing with a practical MATLAB®-oriented
approach in order to demonstrate the most important image and video
techniques and algorithms. Utilizing minimal math, the contents are
presented in a clear, objective manner, emphasizing and encouraging
experimentation. The book has been organized into two parts. Part I:
Image Processing begins with an overview of the field, then introduces
the fundamental concepts, notation, and terminology associated with
image representation and basic image processing operations. Next, it
discusses MATLAB® and its Image Processing Toolbox with the start of a
series of chapters with hands-on activities and step-by-step tutorials.
These chapters cover image acquisition and digitization; arithmetic,
logic, and geometric operations; point-based, histogram-based, and
neighborhood-based image enhancement techniques; the Fourier
Transform and relevant frequency-domain image filtering techniques;
image restoration; mathematical morphology; edge detection techniques;
image segmentation; image compression and coding; and feature
extraction and representation. Part II: Video Processing presents the
main concepts and terminology associated with analog video signals and
systems, as well as digital video formats and standards. It then describes
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the technically involved problem of standards conversion, discusses
motion estimation and compensation techniques, shows how video
sequences can be filtered, and concludes with an example of a solution to
object detection and tracking in video sequences using MATLAB®. Extra
features of this book include: More than 30 MATLAB® tutorials, which
consist of step-by-step guides toexploring image and video processing
techniques using MATLAB® Chapters supported by figures, examples,
illustrative problems, and exercises Useful websites and an extensive list
of bibliographical references This accessible text is ideal for upper-level
undergraduate and graduate students in digital image and video
processing courses, as well as for engineers, researchers, software
developers, practitioners, and anyone who wishes to learn about these
increasingly popular topics on their own.
Optimization of Integer/Fractional Order Chaotic Systems by
Metaheuristics and their Electronic Realization - Esteban TleloCuautle 2021-05-10
Mathematicians have devised different chaotic systems that are modeled
by integer or fractional-order differential equations, and whose
mathematical models can generate chaos or hyperchaos. The numerical
methods to simulate those integer and fractional-order chaotic systems
are quite different and their exactness is responsible in the evaluation of
characteristics like Lyapunov exponents, Kaplan-Yorke dimension, and
entropy. One challenge is estimating the step-size to run a numerical
method. It can be done analyzing the eigenvalues of self-excited
attractors, while for hidden attractors it is difficult to evaluate the
equilibrium points that are required to formulate the Jacobian matrices.
Time simulation of fractional-order chaotic oscillators also requires
estimating a memory length to achieve exact results, and it is associated
to memories in hardware design. In this manner, simulating
chaotic/hyperchaotic oscillators of integer/fractional-order and with selfexcited/hidden attractors is quite important to evaluate their Lyapunov
exponents, Kaplan-Yorke dimension and entropy. Further, to improve the
dynamics of the oscillators, their main characteristics can be optimized
applying metaheuristics, which basically consists of varying the values of
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the coefficients of a mathematical model. The optimized models can then
be implemented using commercially available amplifiers, fieldprogrammable analog arrays (FPAA), field-programmable gate arrays
(FPGA), microcontrollers, graphic processing units, and even using
nanometer technology of integrated circuits. The book describes the
application of different numerical methods to simulate integer/fractionalorder chaotic systems. These methods are used within optimization loops
to maximize positive Lyapunov exponents, Kaplan-Yorke dimension, and
entropy. Single and multi-objective optimization approaches applying
metaheuristics are described, as well as their tuning techniques to
generate feasible solutions that are suitable for electronic
implementation. The book details several applications of chaotic
oscillators such as in random bit/number generators, cryptography,
secure communications, robotics, and Internet of Things.
Signals, Systems, and Transforms - Charles L. Phillips 2011-11-21
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media,
website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged
with the bound book. For sophomore/junior-level signals and systems
courses in Electrical and Computer Engineering departments. Signals,
Systems, and Transforms, Fourth Edition is ideal for electrical and
computer engineers. The text provides a clear, comprehensive
presentation of both the theory and applications in signals, systems, and
transforms. It presents the mathematical background of signals and
systems, including the Fourier transform, the Fourier series, the Laplace
transform, the discrete-time and the discrete Fourier transforms, and the
z-transform. The text integrates MATLAB examples into the presentation
of signal and system theory and applications.
Linear System Theory and Design - Chi-Tsong Chen 1984
Uses simple and efficient methods to develop results and design
procedures, thus creating a non-exhaustive approach to presenting the
material; Enables the reader to employ the results to carry out design.
Thus, most results are discussed with an eye toward numerical
computation; All design procedures in the text can be carried out using
any software package that includes singular-value decomposition, and
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the solution of linear algebraic equations and the Lyapunov equation; All
examples are developed for numerical computation and are illustrated
using MATLAB, the most widely available software package.
Machine Learning Applications in Electromagnetics and Antenna Array
Processing - Manel Martínez-Ramón 2021-04-30
This practical resource provides an overview of machine learning (ML)
approaches as applied to electromagnetics and antenna array
processing. Detailed coverage of the main trends in ML, including
uniform and random array processing (beamforming and detection of
angle of arrival), antenna optimization, wave propagation, remote
sensing, radar, and other aspects of electromagnetic design are
explored. An introduction to machine learning principles and the most
common machine learning architectures and algorithms used today in
electromagnetics and other applications is presented, including basic
neural networks, gaussian processes, support vector machines, kernel
methods, deep learning, convolutional neural networks, and generative
adversarial networks. Applications in electromagnetics and antenna
array processing that are solved using machine learning are discussed,
including antennas, remote sensing, and target classification.
Advanced Signal Processing and Digital Noise Reduction - Saeed V.
Vaseghi 1996-07-25
Noise cancellation is particularly important in the new mobile
communications field, with respect to background noise and acoustic
interference in moving vehicles. This comprehensive text develops a
coherent and structured presentation of a broad range of the theory and
application of statistical signal processing, with emphasis on digital noise
reduction algorithms. Other applications covered are spectral estimation,
channel equalisation, speech coding over noisy channels, speech
recognition in adverse environments, active noise control, echo
cancellation, restoration of lost filters, and adaptive notch filters.
Kalman Filtering - Mohinder S. Grewal 2015-02-02
The definitive textbook and professional reference on Kalman Filtering –
fully updated, revised, and expanded This book contains the latest
developments in the implementation and application of Kalman filtering.
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Authors Grewal and Andrews draw upon their decades of experience to
offer an in-depth examination of the subtleties, common pitfalls, and
limitations of estimation theory as it applies to real-world situations.
They present many illustrative examples including adaptations for
nonlinear filtering, global navigation satellite systems, the error
modeling of gyros and accelerometers, inertial navigation systems, and
freeway traffic control. Kalman Filtering: Theory and Practice Using
MATLAB, Fourth Edition is an ideal textbook in advanced undergraduate
and beginning graduate courses in stochastic processes and Kalman
filtering. It is also appropriate for self-instruction or review by practicing
engineers and scientists who want to learn more about this important
topic.
Handbook of Radar Scattering Statistics for Terrain - Fawwaz Ulaby
2019-06-30
The classic reference for radar and remote sensing engineers, Handbook
of Radar for Scattering Statistics for Terrain, has been reissued with
updated, practical software for modern data analysis applications. First
published in 1989, this update features a new preface, along with three
new appendices that explain how to use the new software and graphical
user interface. Python- and MATLAB-based software has been utilized so
remote sensing and radar engineers can utilize the wealth of statistical
data that came with the original book and software. This update
combines the book and software, previously sold separately, into a single
new product. The text first presents detailed examinations of the
statistical behavior of speckle when superimposed on nonuniform
terrain. The Handbook of Radar Scattering Statistics for Terrain then
supports system design and signal processing applications with a
complete database of calibrated backscattering coefficients. Compiled
over 30 years, the statistical summaries of radar backscatter from terrain
offers you over 400,000 data points compiled in tabular format. With this
text, you'll own the most comprehensive database of radar terrain
scattering statistics ever compiled. Derived from measurements made by
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both airborne and ground-based scatterometer systems, the database
includes information from 114 references. The text provides over 60
tables of backscatter data for 9 different surface categories, all derived
under strict quality criteria. Rigorous standards for calibration accuracy,
measurement precision, and category identification make the database
the most reliable source for scattering statistics ever available.
Signals and Systems with MATLAB - Won Young Yang 2009-06-18
This book is primarily intended for junior-level students who take the
courses on ‘signals and systems’. It may be useful as a reference text for
practicing engineers and scientists who want to acquire some of the
concepts required for signal proce- ing. The readers are assumed to
know the basics about linear algebra, calculus (on complex numbers,
differentiation, and integration), differential equations, Laplace R
transform, and MATLAB . Some knowledge about circuit systems will be
helpful. Knowledge in signals and systems is crucial to students majoring
in Electrical Engineering. The main objective of this book is to make the
readers prepared for studying advanced subjects on signal processing,
communication, and control by covering from the basic concepts of
signals and systems to manual-like introduc- R R tions of how to use the
MATLAB and Simulink tools for signal analysis and lter design. The
features of this book can be summarized as follows: 1. It not only
introduces the four Fourier analysis tools, CTFS (continuous-time Fourier
series), CTFT (continuous-time Fourier transform), DFT (discrete-time
Fourier transform), and DTFS (discrete-time Fourier series), but also
illuminates the relationship among them so that the readers can realize
why only the DFT of the four tools is used for practical spectral analysis
and why/how it differs from the other ones, and further, think about how
to reduce the difference to get better information about the spectral
characteristics of signals from the DFT analysis.
Analog and Digital Signal Processing - Ashok Ambardar 1999
Accompanying computer disk contains a suite of MATLAB m-files that
reside in two directories called adsp and gui on the supplied disk.
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